
De-synchr-onizalion
in ,Joan Jonass Performances

-.. :.-..: :-.-r:nent in the late sixties when traditional art

, .:::.::s :ad given \\.a)l to a multiplicity of new activities,

...:. :- . -..rupting the continuity of a century of modernism,

. :.. --.-:s :egan performing her works in the lofts, gyms,

_..--::-:,.. and Vacant lots of lower Manhattan. Her events
..'. :-. ..-':. properly speahing, theater or dance, nor were

...='. :-::ciLv related to contemporary developments known

.s :.::i-i,i or site'specifi.c sculpture; lonas had, in fact,

-'==-- - sr lLptor. but her new work represented a rejection

::::..: :1rn an extension of that medium. Indeed. it was

..= -::: ::at.f onas's performances could not be assimilated

,:.. :::r'iousli' known category of art that was their

-..- -. -.:ling characteristic. Yet at that time they were

:::'. :! I --rgical next step, and no one was concerned to ask

:... -:'.:ciir'. they were. It simply seemed obvious that
,. : -- -::-:ial for innovation within painting and sculpture

=- :::1 erhausted, and that these traditional mediums
. 

=- = -i.,, rrg n'av to other, hybrid forms, particularly those

- -. :-'. ^ig temporality.

-: -s norr'. horvever, important to return to that situation

=..: -r recall that "logic," because the rupture that it effected

---- -:dernist 
practice has subsequently been repressed,

-.::---.ihed over. The past decade has seen an unquestioning

-::::n to conventional art forms and all the values attached

: -- :rem. most particularly the value of "individualism."

---- s rch an atmosphere, Jonas's performances appear to

--: ::'iarginal, peripheral, eccentric. But it is precisely this

=:::ntricity that gives Jonas's work its meaning, for it is
: -.rut the lack of a center. By this I do not mean only that
:::ie is no structural center to any particular performance,

: -r also that there is no centered self from which the work

::a be said to be generated or by which it can be received.

3-.rh performer and spectator are shown to be decentered,

s:1it.

A single strategy, paradigmatic in this respect, informs

:^i oiJonas's work. That suategy is de-synchronization,

-sual11, in conjunction with fragmentation and repetition.

(These latter were initially explored in the early performances

with mirrors.) De-synchronization is first fully operative

in the outdoor works, JonesBeachPiece $g7o) andDelayDelay

(1972). In those events, performers made loud noises by

clapping blocks of wood together in wide overhead arcs.

Because of the vast distance between performers and

spectators, the gesture was seen well in advance of the sound

it produced, making the gesture one of silence and the sound

seem to come from nowhere. Both because of the number

of performers clapping blocks and because the sounds

were repeated with their own echoes, it was impossible

to link sound and gesture. In this very simple way, Jonas

enforced a separation between the spectators' sense ofsight
and hearing, making them aware of the contingency of
perceprual experience.

De-synchronization was intensifi.ed and complicated

by the use of video technology in the indoor performances.

The videotape titled Vertical Roll, related to the OrganicHoney

performances of the early seventies, serves as an emblem for
this activity. Here the de-synchronization of the monitor's
receiving and transmitting frequencies causes the image

constantly to scan vertically across the screen, disappearing

off the top and reappearing at the bottom. The viewer is far
more aware of this hypnotic verticai motion than of any

movement internal to the image itself, which can only be

glimpsed piecemeal. Moreover, the movements enacted by

]onas within the videotape are choreographed in relation
to the action of the vertical ro11. In the video performances ,

Jonas used the de-synchronized video image in a closed-

circuit situation. At one moment inTwilight (1975) she and

another performer drew halves of various figures on opposite

sides of a blackboard on which a video camera was trained.
In this instance, the images could only be discerned whole

because of the de-synchronization, the two halves of the

images coming together precisely at the moment when the

vertical roll bar \\,as at center screen. These two opposite uses

of the vertical roll-one to wipe away the image, the other
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:-- :,orstitute its visibility-insist upon the same reading:
--:;: the medium through which one gains access to the
.- 

=ge, u'hether it be simply one's senses or a technological

;.f,par-arus" is contingent, unstable.

fris lack of stability exists in the images Jonas uses as

"a,pr a.5 the mediums through which they achieve visibility.
*-::-. 

is perhaps best illustrated by the very simple drawings

s:,e -.."\es in many of her works. For the performance Mirage

4-o . for example, ]onas repeatedly drew and erased lines on

; :i;-irimgrd ia fi.Im shown during the performance showed

::re seJre actiYity), making images whose ambiguous

:sEa:rgs u'ere reinforced by their being somewhat different
inl= "":i-*r incamation. In one case, Jonas drew a circle,

drftrgd lr-sun," then inscribed a second arc within the circle,

es,e*i pan of the larger circle, and left what was now surely

i =sn'Elmn lrith the label"sun." She is also particularly

imc ec draning a heart with arteries that also looks like a

:*a: u,irh homs. In this same performance, an analogous

m:i:::g of lonr<'s own persona occurred in a beautiful
ruercape in rvhich she constantly repeated "good morning"
;nrc 

*good night." One quickly became aware of watching,
:r -*,p mlorced voyeurism of seeing the moment of
e,,n; r.,aiing and the moment before going to bed, the extreme

:lm;rtession of a duration of days and nights into the short

m.eaE i'il a rideotape. In this fractured and repeated time,
ru':,:rt s6s Enally came to sense was a profound split between

:*-E od morning" and the"good night" personae, as if
:,nrc *qparate selves were caught in an endlessly repetitive

ri&d-_1$re-

--:e splitting of the performer into separate guises

ue-:e-,els the rift that exists between performer and

!e::,n:nd material. ]onas's images, while personally

.mrrusant to her, are often garnered from the public domain

rc ;::::ue. Aris accounts for her attraction to fairy tales as

::e *txts- of her recent work. For these stories are clearly

3;r *::tren by fonas, or, for that matter, by anyone else.

i;;:r rales exist within the long traditions of their telling.

In'Ifie Juniper Tree 
,:976) and lJpside Down and Bacl<wards l'rgZg i,

Jonas severs her telling voice from her performing bodt,.

using the dislocation of an audiotape; thus within each

performance the tales are twice told. And moreover. this
retelling of the taie that characterizes the fairy-tale genre

also characterizes the performances, almost ever)f oue of

which has been redone on numbers of occasions, with
different performers, even different numbers of performerc.

in radically different spaces, using different mechanica-l and

technological equipment and different props. rhe result is

that Jonas's performances can never exist in the integritl'of
their scripts and descriptions,l just as the notion of an that
we take away from these works is that it can now exist onll'
in the process of its enactment, not in its integrity as object.

r Despite the fact that each ofJonas's works develops and changes-
and often radically, from one performance to another, only one script or
description is published here [the 1983 Berkeley catalogue]. Are sole

exception is 'IheJuniperTree, for which two variants are included. One of
these was exceptionai in being made, on commission, for children; t-re
other because it was a collaboration. Hopefully these variants of frr]*Lrrsr'
Tree, together with the inclusion ofphotographic documentation frorn
many versions of each performance, will provide some sense of the
differences from version to version ofall the works. It should also be

noted, however, that there is one respect in which Jonas's performanies
rarely vary, and that is that their duration is almost always about one
hour.

This essay was originally published inJoanJonas:Scripls anri Dr,:' :: -

t968-tg8z, edited by Douglas Crimp (Berkeley, CA: Universit\ -1:: l.l - :.. . .

in association with Eindhoven, the Netherlands: Stedelijt Ia.. .-- - - .
museum, 1983). It was developed from his earlier essa,v ".loar. '--.':.

publishedinMusic,Sound,Language,Theater:JohnCage,TomLlari:r. i.-:.',::'
JoanJonas (Oak1and, CA: Crown Point Press, r98o).
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- --i-:: !.-.---

:, -: . 
=--_-s :iapsed befir,een my first and secondessays onJoan

... - ',. :rri. ",}oan lonas's performance Works,, in the spring
- - -- --: :--: a special issue of Srurji olnternationalon performance,
-, .- -:--= ', ::r' short essay "Joan Jonas,, in rggo for a catalogue
. - =:::---.gs publlshed by Crown point press. The latter was

=., -r--,::lilv revised for publication as 
,,De_synchronization

.-. ,-:t^. 
-,1nas 

s performances,,,the introductory text for the
--:-r.^-'i*. oilonas's lr,orl< that the two of us collaborated
- .. : --. ::t: Unir ersity Art A4useum, Berkeiey, and the
:.=:=--'^ r'an .{bbemuseum, Eindl,ioven, the Netherlands.
-....-. -- *l-r rhe second essay is apparently little more than a
- . -..:.:-::t oi ideas I expressed in the fi.rst, there are some
:.....a :-ieiences that suggest how otherpreoccupations in
.': - .1.-.::me aifected my understanding of Jonas,s worl<.

:. ...=:: ::ese t\\,o shortpieces onJonas, I reviseda different
::: : . - -t t.r-9 I thoroughly rewrote ,,pictures,,_published

. . "--,. :s rhe caraiogue introduction for the ryTT exhibition
- :r:: :.rle at Arrists Space, New york- for pubiication in the
- -: --.. O;iober. The "pictures,' revision also entailed a Jonas

:. -.---r. for rhe tg77 pictures exhibition catalogue I wrote:
- I r: ii in the conception of tllusionism from a representatton of
, - ''.:thtng absent to the condition of our apprehension of what
.-i : -.-ipn t, and the psychologization of the image, were extend.ed

': :'. i nd itlinimal sculpturel by a number of artists using the med.ium

-' :trt'ormance.... In particular, Joan Jonas adopted. strategies for
'- - : s e nti ng the sp ace of performance as illusionistic. Worl<ing outdoo rs,
,'. -... performance and audience separatedby great distances, sh?
, ' tioited such natural illusionistic phenlmena as depth-of_fteld
,..-i t j rgl o, a n d disco ntinuity of so und a n d i mage. In I ate r indo o r w o rks,
' - ''ds c0nverted eventinto image using the simultaneousbroadcast

:ipactty ofvideo....

Tne result ...hasbeen that a group ofyounger arlists sees
'earesentation as aninescapable part of our ability to grasp the workl
;r.,und us.1

-:--s e.\pos1t1on was compressed for the October version of
l-ctures" inro an epigraph quotation from Henry James,s

Synch ron ies of "De-synch ron ization,,

ghost tale "The lolly Corner,, (r9o8)-,,The presence before him
was a presence"-fo11owed by: ,An art whose strategies are...
grounded in the literal temporality and presence of theater
has been the crucial formulating experience for a group of
artists currently beginning to exhibit in New york.',2 While
I want to say something here about how my attention to
the Pictures artists changed my understanding of lonas, I
should also underscore the fact that it was my involvement
with lonas's work that 1ed to some of my formulations about
Pictures.3

To put it directly: I moved from thinking about Jonas,s
worl< in terms of spatial illusionism to thinking of it in terms
of split subjectivity. Thar's a big shift. The first_illusionism_
is a property of the object itself: in this case the performance,
or the performance image. The second_split or de_centered
subjectivity-involves a relationberween subject and object:
between performer and performance, between spectator and
performance. Before writing about Jonas in ry76 , every essay
(exciuding reviews) I'd published on contemporary art was
about painting. And so too, in a sense, was my fi.rst essay
about ]onas:

By presenting real space as an impenetrable illusion inher
performances, lonas has made the experience of performance

equivalent not only to film andvideotape*the other two mediums
she works with-but also to painting. At issue inher work, then, is an
ambitious relationship to thehistory of painting and a reversal ofthe
spatial priorities of most contemp0rary art, including that of most
other performance worl<s.

Performance arthas evolved over the past decade in dkect response
to L4inimal sculpture's shiftin aesthetic emphasis from pictorial to
real space.... ff ]he emphasishasbeen on the complex nature of actual
space.a

Although it was obvious that Jonas,s work also dealt with
actuai space, she appeared to want to remake that space
into an image, a picture . This progression from the real
space of Minimal scuipture through performance art to the
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::E:esenadonal space of pictures was precisely what I tried
:: =;Iie clear, as a historically determined lineage, when I
::'*-.:ote -Picrures" for October intgTg.l explained what I was
i,:=g in srill ans11r"r essay, "The Photographic Activity of
!':s.:aodemism" (r98o), that I wrote concurrently with my
se:n,i essay on )onas.

;:ra;edthe genesis of [thepictures artists'J concernsto whathad

:et': r at iwly be en I ab el ed the the atric ality of minim al sculptur e and

::g aoensions ofthattheatrical positioninto the art ofthe seventies.I

{";ir at rhat timethatthe aesthetic modethatwas exemplary during

:::e samtiss was pe(ormance, all those worl<s that were clnstituted in

r s;uiflusituation andfor a specific duration; works for whichit could

ie ;.:',i l;1g.rJJ, that youhad to be there; works, that is, which assumed

:c x*nce of the spectator in front of the work as the work took place,

*,lrfu,pivilegingthe spectator instead of the a.rtist.

; tn, afiempt to continue the logic of the development I was

:r-t -ua*,, 
to*e anntually to a stumblingblock.What I wanted to

2ii511 1" 1rw to getfromthis condition of presence-thebeing

i*e neressit atedby performance-to thatkind of presence thatis
;,:ssib{eonly th roughthe absencethatweknow tobe the condition

ti'*srrmtation.... I effected that transition with akind of fudge, an

rr"::o.ph quotation suspendedbetweentwo sections of the text.-Ifre

"elr;trrjon, taken from o ne of the ghost tales of Henry J ames, was a false-. r;iuyy, which played on the double, indeed antithetical, meaning of
:;:r i+urd prese nce: "'Ihe presence b efo r e him was a presence l,s

. ..-.=---,.il there and not there, the self both
. =:. 

j:d. and alienated in a mirror image, the subject
: :- :- r nr. language in both "pictures', essays clearly
.. : -'. . ::t.ounter with post-structuralist theory. And
. : r -'. )errida and Lacan especiaily-resonated with

r i -:.:.:mance works, which continued to absorb me

-::. -- .^: rhis entire period. Through both theory and
. -: - sarr.subjectivity anew, as a delay.

r Douglas Crimp, introduction to pictures (New york: Arrists Space.
Lg77), s.
z Crimp, "Pictures," October,rro.8 (Spring1979): 7.
: This fact was apparently lost on Douglas Eklund, whose onll.menrion
of ;onas in T[e Pi ctures C en er atio n, ry7 4.l g 8 4 (New york : Ihe Meuopolir: n
Museum of Art; and New Haven, CT: yale University press, zoo9r, is as urnre
of the artists for whom Babette Mangolte worked as cinematographer
before she shot fi1ms for Jack Coldstein.
4 Crimp, "Joan Jonas's Performance Works," Studio Internarional, |uly
August 1976, ro.

5 Crimp, "The Photographic Activity of nostmodemism,. Ortoler. ao_ i5
(Winter r98o): 92.
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